Equator Beta Builder Program

What is it? The Beta Builder Program is an early pre-distribution of parts and assemblies to
specific builders with an above average competence in experimental aircraft construction. The
parts will be received in parallel with Equator development of the second prototype production
aircraft.
Why? Saving time, and learning from each other. We want several talented builders to get their
hands on the aircraft early to take part in optimizing and developing the aircraft. The cooperation
between the Equator company and the Beta Builders could progress into future construction
Hubs and regional licence agreements.
How? The prospected Beta Builders fill out the form below, and put down a refundable deposit
(amount TBD) for a P2 Beta kit. The Kit will come in parts as we progress with our own re-design
and mould making. The Beta builders will only pay what it cost to produce the parts, and are
expected to choose a lot of their own preferred systems like avionics packages and others. A
high degree of flexibility is expected, ingenuity and creativity is prerequisite in the Beta builder
program.
Because the amount of Beta Kits will be limited to 10 aircraft and these will be sold at cost, we
need to find the best possible builders for this task. The prospective Beta Builders have to send
us some information regarding their prior experiences and their motivation to take part.
Please fill in the following 9 areas, so we can take an informed choice on who can take
part in the program.
1.

Name, Address, Telephone, email

2.

Prior experimental aircraft build experience. Aircraft Type(s), Materials used

3.

Flying Experience, License, Hours, Types of Aircraft

4.

Some Background & Education

5.

Current Job / Vocation

6.

Time? Are you in a position where you can spend substantial time on the construction from
mid 2018, so we know that the aircraft can be completed relatively swiftly.

7.

If the aircraft is satisfactory, would you be interested in cooperating further and creating a
potential business, selling and constructing these aircraft to other builders and clients as
well?

8.

Some words about your motivation to take part in a program like this

9.

A written understanding that the complete cost of the aircraft with all systems may amount to
max 150 000 US$, with a refundable deposit (tbd) to be made before the project begins.This
will be used as a LOI (Letter of intent)
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